
Rules of transportation 

  

There are two types of baggage: unchecked baggage (cabin baggage) that you take with you to 

the cabin, and checked in baggage that is transported in the baggage compartment of the plane.  

  

Rules of baggage and cabin baggage carriage are set by the airline and can depend on the flight 

destination. 

  

Please note, that passengers are prohibited to carry dangerous items and substances listed below 

as checked in baggage: 

explosives, including detonators, fuses, grenades, mines, explosive devices and simulators of 

listed items and substances; 

gases: propane, butane; 

flammable liquids, including gasoline, methanol, and other flammable liquids, including paints 

and varnishes; 

flammable solids and reactive substances, including magnesium, fireworks and flares.; 

lighters and matches; 

oxidant and organic peroxides, including bleaching agents; 

toxic or infectious substances, including rat poison, infected blood; 

radioactive material, including medicinal or commercial isotopes; 

corrosive substances, including mercury, vehicle batteries; 

components of fuel systems of vehicles that contained fuel.  

  

  

  

Dear passengers, we inform you about the introduction from 21.11.2016 of a ban on 

transportation in checked baggage and transportation only in cabin baggage of portable smoking 

devices with battery power. 

For further information on specific transportable electronic device powered by a battery we 

recommend you in advance to contact a representative of airlines operating your transportation.  

  

Passengers are allowed to carry the following hazardous substances, materials and products in 

checked baggage in the cargo and baggage compartments of the aircraft with isolated access of 

passengers to baggage during the flight on board of the aircraft in compliance with the required 

conditions,: 

crossbows, spearfishing rifles, checkers, swords, cleavers, scimitars, broadswords,  swords, 

bayonets, daggers, knives: hunting knives, knives with ejecting blades, knives  locking blades, 

simulators of any type of weapon; 

household knives (scissors) and other stabbing / cutting and sharp objects; 

alcoholic beverages with a content of more than 24%, but not more than 70% spirit in containers 

with a capacity of not more than 5 liters, in containers intended for retail trade — not more than 

5 liters per passenger; 

liquids and alcoholic beverages with a content of spirit not exceeding 24% of volume; 

aerosols intended for use for sports or household purposes, the exhaust valves of which are 

protected by caps from spontaneous release of contents in containers with a capacity of not more 

than 0.5 kg or 500 ml of not more than 2 kg or 2 liters per passenger; 

medical mercury contained thermometer in a standard case – one per passenger; 


